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Jubilee promotion
EDITION 1000

GRIMME celebrates the 1000th VARITRON this year!
This major milestone is proof of our experience, service and the trust our customers
place in GRIMME self-propelled harvesting technology.
To mark the jubilee, there are attractive offers for a limited time period on the full
range of self-propelled harvesters.
In celebration of this special occasion, the VARITRON 470 and VARITRON 470
Platinum TERRA TRAC will be released as a special edition in limited quantities.

Nothing can stop it

VARITRON 470 | VARITRON 470 Platinum TERRA TRAC
Self-propelled harvesters excel with the perfectly matched combination of
performance, driving comfort and manoeuvrability. The resulting harvest
reliability, even under the most difficult conditions, plays a decisive role in
many cases. With the VARITRON 470 and the VARITRON 470 Platinum
TERRA TRAC, GRIMME offers 4-row self-propelled harvesters, which can
be equipped with awide range of different separators. Choose your
favourite with large-volume wheels or ground-protecting rubber tracks
with a contact area of 1.6 m² each.

Straight crop flow across the
entire width.

Crop protective arrangement of
the separators

Telescopic front axle with
weight shifting

The continuous main web channel ensures an
effective distribution of the harvested crop
across the entire sieving surface. At the same
time, the flat angles of the main webs protect
the crop during transport towards the
separators, which are also installed across the
entire width of the machine.

Benefit from the wide range of separators and
the almost limitless combination possibilities.
The arrangement of the separators is designed
for maximum crop protection.

For machines with a row width of 75 cm, the
right front wheel can optionally shift out by 30
cm so that a larger wheel can be fitted. In
addition, a second cylinder is fitted to the front
axle so that 1000 kg can be transferred from the
left tyre to the right tyre.

Intuitive Operating Concept
The unique ErgoDrive operating concept
provides the basis for a convenient workplace.
For satisfied work: A multi-functional joystick
and keypad which is located in the ergonomic
armrest, both with the possibility of individual
programming of all main functions are
integrated to fulfil all the requirments of the
driver.
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Special edition

To honour the anniversary of the 1000th VARITRON, equipment packages are
available for the VARITRON 470 and VARITRON 470 Platinum TERRA TRAC. Order
your VARITRON for this purpose within the specified time period and receive a
variety of additional options for a special promotion price of 1000 €!

Still not enough?

The special edition is available
in very limited quantities and
includes the following features:

In conjunction with the "Edition 1000"
equipment package, you also have the option
of receiving your VARITRON 470 and
VARITRON 470 Platinum TERRA TRAC as a
limited special edition free of charge!

> Black rims*
> Drivers Package
> Doormat with GRIMME logo
> Mobile phone holder
> LED beacon lights

Equipment package VARITRON 470
„EDITION 1000“

Equipment package VARITRON 470 Platinum
TERRA TRAC „EDITION 1000“

Premium comfort cab

Premium comfort cab

Additional lighting:
6 extra LED-working lights

Additional lighting:
6 extra LED-working lights

Auto pilot

Auto pilot

Speedtronic web

Speedtronic web

Rear left wheel Michelin
MegaXBib 900/60 R32

Automatic greasing system

* VARITRON 470 with black rims on the front and rear axle,
VARITRON 470 Platinum TERRA TRAC with black rims on front axle.
Only in combination with certain wheel combinations on the front axle.

01.07.2021 until
15.08.2021
3 % previous price list discount



16.08.2021 until
15.09.2021

16.09.2021 until
31.10.2021

Price with normal configuration

13385 €

Price with normal configuration

16440 €

4 % action discount





Jubilee promotion price

1000 €

Jubilee promotion price

1000 €

EDITION 1000







Special edition







A real allrounder

VARITRON 220 Platinum TERRA TRAC | VARITRON 270 Platinum |
VARITRON 270 Platinum TERRA TRAC
With the two-row VARITRON, GRIMME offers self-propelled harvesters
that can be equipped with both a 2 t overloading bunker and a 7 t
NonstopBunker. In addition to the enormous range of different
separators, you can also choose between a wheeled chassis and rubber
tracks. Furthermore, the numerous automatic functions take the strain off
the driver, even during long working days.

NonstopBunker

Real nonstop digging

Wide range of separators

Comfortable working position

The VARITRON 270 Platinum and VARITRON 270
Platinum TERRA TRAC are equipped with the
7-tonne NonstopBunker. The ingenious design of
the GRIMME NonstopBunker allows the bunker
floor to be reversed without additional damage
to the crop.

The VARITRON 220 Platinum TERRA TRAC is
equipped with a 2 t intermediate bunker with
1200 mm wide overloading elevator directly
behind the cab. This means that transport
vehicles and boxes can be filled without any
problems during the harvesting process.

You have the choice of a wide range of
separators to match your local harvesting
conditions. The MultiSep, for example, performs
also on cloddy, sticky soils and soils containing
small stones a low-loss and effective trash
separation.

From the Premium Comfort cab, you have an
excellent view onto the intake unit. Coupled with
the ErgoDrive operating concept and many other
features, the driver always stays focused and
well-relaxed.
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EDITION 1000
To honour the anniversary of the 1000th VARITRON, equipment packages are
available for all two-row VARITRON. Order your VARITRON for this purpose
within the specified time period and receive a variety of additional options for
a special promotion price of 1000 €!
Equipment package „EDITION 1000“
Premium comfort cab
Additional lighting:
6 extra LED-working lights
Auto pilot*
Speedtronic web

01.07.2021 until
15.08.2021

Automatic greasing system

16.08.2021 until
15.09.2021

Price with normal configuration

14855 €

3 % previous price list discount



Jubilee promotion price

1000 €

4 % action discount





EDITION 1000





*Auto pilot is only possible with VARITRON 270 Platinum and VARITRON 270 Platinum TERRA TRAC.

16.09.2021 until
31.10.2021



The Transformer
VENTOR 4150

Discover the revolution of harvest technology and a new performance
class: VENTOR 4150! In order to meet the high demands of our
customers, we have engineered the first four-row, self-propelled potatoharvester which is based on the well proven SE-principle. The
development focused in particular on lowest operating costs, highest
operational reliability and maximum crop protection.

6.1 m

Gentle crop flow through the
entire machine

For fast turning
manoeuvres

Self-propelled harvester on
velvet paws

Equipped for long and tough
haulm in potato crops.

Thanks to the integration of the well proven
"SE-principle", a combined separating device for
sieving, conveying and haulm separation, there
are extremely low drop heights for the crop in
the entire machine.

Thanks to a four-wheel steering system, fast
turning manoeuvres can be carried out with an
inner turning circle of just 6.1 metres. This
means that even small headlands do not pose
any problems.

In addition, the wheel system with "crab
steering" enables a low-impact travel on the
field: The machine covers the entire surface in
an even way. Despite the "crab steering", the
patented sieving system ensures a smooth and
regular transition between the first and second
main webs.

The VENTOR 4150 can now be optionally
equipped with the HT 400 haulm topper, which
is especially suitable for extremely high quantities
of long, tough potato haulm.

The largest in its class
With a powerful engine of 530 hp and a huge overloading bunker with a
capacity of up to 15 tonnes, harvest output can be significantly increased,
compared to 2-row SE-systems. With a volume of 22.5 m³, the VENTOR 4150
offers the largest bunker on the market. The long transfer distance of the
boom allows overloading onto a transport vehicle driving in the spraying
track. The unloading time of the complete bunker volume takes just 60
seconds!

LARGE BUNKER PROMOTION
01.07.2021 until
15.08.2021

16.08.2021 until
15.09.2021

3 % previous price list discount



4 % action discount





Large bunker promotion





16.09.2021 until
31.10.2021



In the course of the VARITRON jubilee campaign, the VENTOR 4150 also
benefits: Decide early for your VENTOR 4150 and get a discount of 1000 € per
tonne bunker capacity for a short time. The largest bunker on the market thus
grants you a discount of 15000 € in the given period! In addition, you will also
receive one of the popular Drivers Packages free of charge with your
purchase.
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No claims can be raised in respect of texts, illustrations, technical specifications, dimensions and weights, equipment as well as performance specifications.
They are approximate and non-binding. Changes in the course of technical enhancement are possible at any time.

GRIMME Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG
Hunteburger Straße 32 · 49401 Damme · Germany
Phone +49 5491 666-0 · Fax +49 5491 666-2298
grimme@grimme.de · www.grimme.de
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Download our contact details to your smart phone
quickly and easily by means of the QR code!

